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MINING

The group has products for all farmers, from the small scale to the large-scale
farmers, from land preparation to harvesting and storage, and from the mechanical
of equipment to the most sophisticated cutting edge, precision farming equipment.

Tractor • Self Propelled • Two Wheel
Animal Drawn Attaching/Mounted • Trailed Implements
Some of our specialised products to the agricultural sector include;
• Farm in box - targeted towards the small holder farmer transitioning
from traditional subsistence farming to mechanised farming,
• Conservation agriculture & No Till Planters
• Precision farming
• Medium Scale Equipment [Two wheel tractors]

Agriculture • Mining • Construction • Logistics • Power
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ARTICULATED TRUCKS
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CAT

CAT

Designed to work harder…and smarter.

Technology that gets work done

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

Besides being tough, the 725C and 730C
Articulated Truck Bare Chassis feature cutting-edge
technology to increase productivity and lower
operating costs.

The Cat® 740 EJ features a world-class cab,
re-engineered using global operator feedback
to advance comfort and ease of operation.

Up to 50% Cat certified parts with additional
warranty

Long service intervals keep your machine
operating.

Up to 25% Less maintenace

Multiple camera compatible

725C2 & 730C BARE CHASSIS
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Up to 20% Less fuel using lower engine
speed and larger hydraulic pump.

740 EJ THREE AXLE

Improved fuel economy.

An optimum system match gives you a major
productivity advantage. Having matched loading
and hauling tools results in increased production
and lower system costs per unit of volume moved.
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CAT

Reliable productivity

Equipped to handle your unique hauling needs

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

The Cat® 740 GC features a world-class cab design,
re-engineered using global operator feedback to advance
comfort and ease of operation. Enhancements include new
controls, transmission-protection features, hoist-assist
system, advanced automatic traction control system,
stability-assist machine rollover warning system, and a fuel
saving ECO mode.

The Cat® 730 EJ features a world-class cab design,
re-engineered using global operator feedback to advance
comfort and ease of operation. Enhancements include new
controls, transmission-protection features, hoist-assist
system, advanced automatic traction control system,
stability-assist machine rollover warning system, and a fuel
saving ECO mode.

UP TO 50% LESS OPERATOR INPUT: A uniquely
combined hoist and transmission lever allows for easy
operation which suits a wide range of operator
experience

Emissions control and improved fuel economy.

IMPROVED OPERATOR COMFORT: Quieter, more
spacious cab with improved visibility helps operators
work more productively throughout the day

Innovative air management optimizes airflow, power,
efficiency and reliability.

740 GC THREE AXLE
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UNMATCHED SAFETY: Safety features help increase
operator confidence by providing a safer operation prevention of cab and body roll-over and safer cab entry

730 EJ THREE AXLE

The engine compression brake improves retarding
response and increases retarding power.

The 730 EJ meets either Tier 2/Stage II or Tier
3/Stage IIIA equivalent emission standards.
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COMPACTORS
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CAT

CAT

Helping you crush it

Do more with less

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

Purpose-built for landfill operation, the Cat 816 delivers
features, performance and efficiency that come from
over 45-plus years of industry leadership. Field-proven
protection and integrated technologies provide peak
availability and optimized landfill performance.

At 535 HP and over 123,000 lb. operating weight, the 836K
Landfill Compactor leads the class in reliability, performance,
safety, operator comfort, serviceability, and efficiency. From a
family of machines with over 20 years of landfill experience,
the 836K is powered with field-proven technologies to keep
operations running at their peak.

LANDFILL COMPACTORS 816
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IMPROVED GUARDING: Designed to protect key
components and systems from damage, debris,
chemicals, premature wear, or wrapping of the
material around components.
UP TO 12% LESS MAINTENANCE: Make regular
maintenance more convenient with grouped service
points.

LANDFILL COMPACTORS 836K

Reduces wheel slippage without reducing hydraulic efficiency.
Heavy-duty steering cylinder mounts efficiently conduct steering
loads into the frame.
Strategic use of metallurgy and heat treating ensures long-life
gears.

ENHANCED OPERATOR COMFORT: Updated cab with
quiet steering, new seat and adjustable controls helps
operators work more productively throughout the day.
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CAT

LANDFILL COMPACTORS 826K

Helping you crush it
12-month manufacturer’s warranty
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Purpose-built for landfill operation, the Cat 826K delivers
a level of reliability, performance, safety, operator
comfort, serviceability, and efficiency that can only come
from 35-plus years as the industry's leader. Field-proven
protection and integrated technologies provide peak
availability and optimized landfill performance.
Eco Mode allows the machine to go into auto shift mode
when not operating at maximum torque, optimizing
performance and saving fuel.
Designed and made with purpose-built structures to
remain safe and durable for the long run.
Fully electronic engine controls integrate with entire
machine systems to optimize fuel economy.
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Helping you crush it

Setting the bar in compaction

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

Designed with durability built in, the Cat 815 ensures
maximum availability through multiple life cycles.
Designed and manufactured for optimum performance
and serviceability, this rugged, powerful machine delivers
heavy-duty compaction and dozing.

Designed with durability built in, the Cat 825K ensures
maximum availability through multiple life cycles. Designed and
manufactured for optimum performance and serviceability, this
rugged, powerful machine delivers heavy-duty compaction and
dozing.

IMPROVED TECHNOLOGY: Boost your productivity with
technologies like Cat Compact 3D Mapping and Cat
Compaction Control with Machine Drive Power.

Load sensing hydraulic steering system ensures smooth
steering at all speeds and engine levels.

SOIL COMPACTORS 815
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UP TO 9% LOWER MAINTENANCE: Designed to reduce
your service and maintenance costs with longer filter life.
ENHANCED OPERATOR COMFORT: Updated cab with
quiet steering, new seat and adjustable controls helps
operators work more productively throughout the day.

Engine Model: Cat® C7.1: configured for two
emissions options

SOIL COMPACTORS 825K

Designed and made with purpose-built structures to remain
safe and durable for the long run.
Cat C15 engine is built and tested to meet your most
demanding applications.

Parking Brake: Drum and Shoe, Spring Applied,
Hydraulic Released
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CAT

CAT

CP533E VIBRATORY SOIL COMPACTOR

VIBRATORY SOIL COMPACTORS CP56B

Helping you crush it

Productive and efficient

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

The CP533E Soil Compactor offers high compaction
performance, speed and gradeability to maximize
productivity while providing exceptional reliability and
durability.

Powered by the 116.5 kW (156 hp) Cat® C7.1 engine, the
CP56B provides exceptional performance for cohesive and
semi-cohesive soil compaction applications.
LOWER OPERATING COST: Up to 15% fuel savings with
eco-mode, exclusive pod-style vibratory design offering 3
year/3000 hour service intervals, and a no-maintenance hitch
with sealed-for-life bearings.

TURBOCHARGED AIR-TO-AIR AFTERCOOLING: The
turbocharged air-to-air aftercooling provides improved
fuel economy by packing cooler, denser air into cylinders
for more complete combustion of the fuel and lower
emissions.
DIRECT-INJECTION OF FUEL: The direct-injection of fuel
provides maximum efficiency.
CROSS-FLOW CYLINDER HEAD: The cross-flow
cylinder head improves air flow into cylinder which
increases power while lowering fuel consumption,
engine emissions and noise.

UP TO 50% MORE EFFICIENT: On-board compaction
measurement helps take guesswork out of the process with
exclusive MDP technology that gives compaction readings;
scalable solutions including mapping and machine-to-machine
communication keep jobsite connected.
ENHANCED OPERATOR COMFORT: Visibility is enhanced by
the new rear vision camera; standard tiltable steering column
gives the operator more flexibility, and our integrated backlit
display console turns with seat.
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CAT

CAT

CS10 GC VIBRATORY SOIL COMPACTOR

VIBRATORY SOIL COMPACTORS CS54B

Helping you crush it

Optimize performance

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

The GC-Series Vibratory Soil Compactors deliver
dependable, economical production with performance
that exceeds expectations.

Powered by the 96.5 kW (129.4 hp) Cat® C4.4 engine, the
CS54B provides exceptional performance for granular soil
compaction applications.

The steering console features an LCD display. The
display provides diagnostics and additional data to the
operator. Machines that are equipped with Cat
Compaction Control output compaction measurements
to the display as well.

POD-STYLE ECCENTRIC WEIGHTS: The B-Series utilizes the
proven Cat pod-style vibratory system. The system design
significantly reduces the risk of contamination common to
conventional designs that employ metal weights. Providing
unrivaled reliability and performance, the Cat pod-style vibratory
system is virtually maintenance free, with the first scheduled
maintenance period at 3 years or 3,000 hours.

The GC-Series Vibratory Soil Compactors feature a Cat
engine that offers enhanced efficiency, better
serviceability, ample power, and less noise.
Two different compaction measurement technologies
are available: Compaction Meter Value (CMV) or
Machine Drive Power (MDP). Both technologies display
real time measurements on the LCD display.

MORE AMPLITUDE: The B-Series vibratory soil compactors
deliver enhanced compaction performance as the result of an
increase in amplitude. Maximum amplitude is now amongst the
highest in the industry, and provides a greater ability to put
compaction energy into the ground.
AUTO-VIBE: There is a new automatic vibration function. When
vibration is engaged, vibration will cease as the compactor
slows beneath a predetermined speed. When propel resumes,
vibration recommences at a predetermined speed. This feature
contributes to uniform, high-quality work.
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EXCAVATORS
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CAT

Compact size for tight jobs

Mini excavators inspired by our customers

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

The Cat 300.9D Mini Excavator delivers power and
performance in a compact size to help you work in the
tightest applications. Its ability to fit through a narrow
doorway makes it an excellent machine for indoor
demolition work.

The Cat® 301.5 Mini Excavator delivers power and
performance in a compact size to help you work in a wide range
of applications.

COMPACT: Work in tight areas

UP TO 15% LOWER TOTAL OWNERSHIP COSTS: with more
common parts, lower repair costs and tilt up cab

MINI EXCAVATORS 300.9D
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EASY TO USE: Simple controls for easy operation
VERSATILE: Range of attachments for a variety of
applications

MINI EXCAVATORS 301.5

4 INDUSTRY FIRST FEATURES: Cat Exclusives in a Mini Excavator

UP TO 20% MORE PERFORMANCE: with programmable
operator settings and faster cycle times
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Big performance in a mini excavator

Mini excavators inspired by our customers

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

302.7D CR Mini Hydraulic Excavator

The Cat® 303 CR Mini Excavator delivers power and
performance in a compact size to help you work in a wide range
of applications.

MINI EXCAVATORS 302.7D CR
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COMPACT RADIUS: Configured without the additional
counterweight the 302.7D CR is a true zero tail swing
machine with the upper body staying within the width of
the undercarriage during rotation. This enables the
operator to work within confined areas and concentrate
on the work being performed without having to worry
about the back of the machine.
TRANSPORT WEIGHT: The 302.7D CR is designed with
a transport weight below 2.7 tonnes (6,000 lb) with cab
fitted. This allows lower trailer transportation costs using
a standard passenger vehicle (subject to national
restrictions).

MINI EXCAVATORS 303 CR

4 INDUSTRY FIRST FEATURES: Cat Exclusives in a Mini Excavator
UP TO 5% LOWER TOTAL OWNERSHIP COSTS: with more
common parts, lower repair costs and tilt up cab
UP TO 10% MORE PERFORMANCE: with programmable
operator settings and faster cycle times

ADDITIONAL COUNTERWEIGHT:
An optional additional weight increases the machines
lifting capability with only a small addition to the overhang.
An optional additional counterweight increases the
machines lifting capacity with only a small addition to the
overhang. (This counterweight is fitted as standard for
North America and Australia)
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CAT

CAT

SMALL EXCAVATORS 313D2 L (2017)

SMALL EXCAVATORS 318D2 L (2017)

Improved controls, operation and new cab make a leader

Powerful efficiency delivers peak performance

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

A new, comfortable cab, unmatched versatility and
improved controls help make the Cat® 313D2 L an
industry-leading performer. With engine enhancements
that save fuel and a range of work tools for multi-tasking,
this model leads in its size class.

Advanced hydraulic system ensures peak performance with the
Cat® 318 D2 L. A new quiet, comfortable cab ensures
operators are on their best game through long days on the job
site. Easy serviceability and legendary durability complete the
package to make this model an all-round industry leader.

ROBUST FUEL SYSTEM PROVIDES MORE POWER:
The Cat® C4.4 engine incorporates a mechanical
governor and low pressure fuel injection system to
provide power and high fuel efficiency.

POWERFUL HYDRAULICS: The hydraulic design of the 318D2 L
leads to less friction loss, reduced pressure drops, and more
power to the ground.

UP TO 14% LESS FUEL CONSUMPTION WITH NO
LOSS IN POWER: Lower your fuel bill without impacting
your productivity.
RELIABLE AND DURABLE: Using advanced engineering and software, we carefully analyze each structure
to create durable, reliable machines for tough
applications.

ECONOMY MODE: Balance the demands of performance and
fuel economy while maintaining the breakout forces and lift
capacity enjoyed at standard power.
UNMATCHED DURABILITY: Using advanced engineering and
software, we carefully analyze each structure to create durable,
reliable machines for tough applications.
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CAT

MEDIUM EXCAVATORS 320 GC

MEDIUM EXCAVATORS 326

Reliable. Comfortable. Productive.

Premium performance with simple-to-use technologies

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

The Cat® 320 GC excavator balances productivity with
easy-to-use technology features, a new comfortable cab,
reduced fuel consumption by up to 20%, and longer
maintenance intervals reducing maintenance costs by
up to 20% to bring you a durable, low-cost-per-hour
excavator for light- to medium-duty applications.

The Cat® 326 Excavator brings premium performance with
simple-to-use technologies to boost your operator efficiencies.
Combine these features with a new cab, longer maintenance
intervals, and a power system that reduces fuel and you have a
low-cost-per-unit-of-production excavator that’s perfect for
medium to heavy-duty applications.

UP TO 20% LESS FUEL CONSUMPTION: A precise
combination of lower engine speed and a large hydraulic
pump delivers top performance while burning less fuel.

UP TO 20% LOWER MAINTENANCE COSTS:
With extended and more synchronized maintenance intervals,
you get more done at a lower cost compared to the previous
model.

IMPROVED RELIABILITY AND EFFICIENCY: An
advanced electro-hydraulic system provides the optimum
balance of power and efficiency while giving you the
control you need for precise digging requirements.
UP TO 20% LOWER MAINTENANCE COSTS:
With extended and more synchronized maintenance
intervals, you get more done at a lower cost compared
to the previous model.

UP TO 5% MORE FUEL EFFICIENCY: Three power modes and
automatic engine speed control minimize fuel use and increase
engine efficiency.
UP TO 45% MORE OPERATING EFFICIENCY: Offering the
industry’s highest level of standard factory-equipped technology,
including Cat Grade with 2D, Grade with Assist and Payload.
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CAT

MEDIUM EXCAVATORS 323 GX

MEDIUM EXCAVATORS 320 GX

Reliable. Durable. Low cost

Reliable. Durable. Low cost

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

Introducing the 323 GX – our economy model with all
the reliability and ease of operation you expect from a
Cat® excavator, with easy maintenance and lower cost
features designed to give you a faster return on your
equipment investment.

Introducing the 320 GX – our economy model with all the
reliability and ease of operation you expect from a Cat®
excavator, with easy maintenance and lower cost features
designed to give you a faster return on your equipment
investment.

EASY TO OPERATE AND MAINTAIN: Stable and
responsive design built on classic, proven components
for easy operation and excellent reliability.

EASY TO OPERATE AND MAINTAIN: Stable and responsive
design built on classic, proven components for easy operation
and excellent reliability.

FAST PAYBACK: Low owning costs, maintenance costs,
and fuel consumption means more money in your pocket.

FAST PAYBACK: Low owning costs, maintenance costs, and
fuel consumption means more money in your pocket.

UP TO 15% LOWER FUEL CONSUMPTION: Smart
mode and synchronized engine and electrohydraulic
control give you competitive performance with low fuel
consumption.

UP TO 15% LOWER FUEL CONSUMPTION: Smart mode and
synchronized engine and electrohydraulic control give you
competitive performance with low fuel consumption.

The machine’s electrohydraulic system
allows accurate bucket control for maximum
precision.
Start the engine with a push button.
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CAT

LARGE EXCAVATORS 336 GC

LARGE EXCAVATORS 349

Durable, low cost performance for standard, everyday work

Built-in technology for more efficient work

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

The Cat® 336 GC offers class-leading comfort with less
fuel and maintenance costs to ensure you get the most
productivity at the lowest cost per hour.

The 349 gives you premium performance with simple-to-use
technologies that boost operator efficiency to increase your
productivity and lower operating costs.

UP TO 5% MORE FUEL EFFICIENCY: The 336 GC gets
work done efficiently and reliably with balanced power
and control.

UP TO 25% MORE FUEL EFFICIENCY: Get more work done with
advanced engine and electrohydraulic control.

NEW CAB WITH MORE COMFORT AND SAFETY: An
adjustable seat, easy-to-reach controls, and ISO-certified
ROPS protection make for a more pleasant, safer work
environment.
UP TO 20% LOWER MAINTENANCE COSTS:
Increase uptime and reduce costs with extended
maintenance intervals.

UP TO 30% LOWER MAINTENANCE COSTS:
Increase uptime and reduce costs with extended maintenance
intervals.
UP TO 45% MORE OPERATING EFFICIENCY: The Cat 349
offers the industry’s highest level of performance with standard
technology like Cat GRADE with 2D, GRADE with Assist,
PAYLOAD, Lift Assist, and E-Fence.
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CAT

LARGE EXCAVATORS 352

LARGE EXCAVATORS 395

High power for world-class production

More production and durability with less maintenance

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

The Cat® 352 excavator offers low owning and
operating costs. High hydraulic power and durability
make this excavator fit to tackle any big job by adding
large attachments. Long maintenance intervals and low
fuel consumption help to control your costs without
sacrificing engine power.

More production and durability with less maintenance are what
the 395 Next Generation Excavator will bring to your business.
UP TO 10% MORE PRODUCTIVE: Move more material faster
with greater power and bigger buckets.

MORE PRODUCTION: Get more work done with high
hydraulic power and large attachments.

UP TO 2X MORE STRUCTURAL DURABILITY: Do more
demanding work with reinforced booms, sticks, and upper and
lower frames.

LOW OPERATING COSTS: Control your costs with
long-life filters, fuel efficiency, and easily accessible
service points.

UP TO 20% LESS MAINTENANCE COST: Save money and
time using less oil and better filters with extended service
intervals.

HIGH DURABILITY: Reliable hydraulics, proven engine,
and heavy-duty booms and sticks make this machine
built to last.
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CAT

WHEEL EXCAVATORS M315

WHEEL EXCAVATORS M315D2

Increase production with low operating costs

Efficient and versatile performance, on and off-road

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

The Cat® M315 Wheeled Excavator provides top
performance with up to 15 percent more swing torque
and technology options to boost productivity. Save time
and money with up to 10 percent savings in
maintenance costs, longer service intervals, and daily
ground level maintenance. The M315 gives you the
power to work longer while putting money in your pocket.

Get more done with this versatile Cat® M315D2 Wheeled
Excavator. Automated engine controls ensure fuel-efficient
performance. Wide range of boom/stick combinations and Cat
work tools help this machine stay on the job, whatever the job
may be.

ENHANCED COMFORT: Operate with ease in cab
comfort options of your choice and better visibility with
360° machine view.
MAXIMIZE PERFORMANCE: Operate with ease in cab
comfort options of your choice and better visibility with
360° machine view.

USE LESS FUEL: One-touch low idle and Eco Mode lower your
fuel bill without impacting your productivity.
UP TO 7% MORE LIFTING POWER: Heavy lift mode maximizes
your lifting performance by boosting the lifting capacity of the
machine.
EASY TO SERVICE: Reduce owning and operating costs with
quick, easy-to-do maintenance.

UP TO 10% LOWER MAINTENANCE COSTS:
Reduced maintenance costs combined with 100
percent daily ground level maintenance, and shareable
work tools increase uptime and keep costs down.
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ASPHALT PAVERS
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CAT

CAT

TRACK ASPHALT PAVERS AP555F
Fuel efficient performance

TRACK ASPHALT PAVERS AP655F Steel Track
Proven durability

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

The AP555F is a mid-sized, rubber track paver that
excels on highways, streets and other urban work sites.
It's high travel speed, excellent flotation, and superior
traction deliver superb mobility.

The AP655F is a mid to high production,steel track paver that
excels on airports runways, interstates, highways, and other
large jobsites. It offers good flotation, excellent durability and
superb traction.

MORE EFFICIENT: with integrated, high-powered
generator

CAT C7.1 ENGINE: The C7.1 engine provides 151 kW (205 hp)
and meets emission standards equivalent to U.S. EPA Tier 3 and
EU Stage IIIA.

MORE FUEL SAVINGS: with reduced idle times and
quicker start-ups
MORE DURABLE: with the exclusive Mobil-trac™
Undercarriage system

ECO-MODE: Eco-mode utilizes an engine speed of 1650 rpm,
reduces fuel burn and lowers sound levels. The machine is
designed to operate in Eco-mode for most applications.
AUTOMATIC ENGINE SPEED CONTROL: When automatic
engine speed control is activated, the engine speed is reduced
to an idle speed of 1000 rpm when the propel lever is moved
to neutral or to 1300 rpm when screed heat is active.
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CAT

CAT

TRACK ASPHALT PAVERS AP655F L

TRACK ASPHALT PAVERS AP1055F

Fuel efficient performance

Proven durability

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

The AP655F L is a mid to high production, steel track
paver that excels on airports runways, interstates,
highways, and other large job sites. It is equipped with an
extended hopper design in order to except various haul
truck designs. The steel track undercarriage has been
lengthened to support the 12% increase in hopper
capacity and provide good flotation, excellent durability,
and superb traction.

The AP1055F is a high-production track paver that excels on
airports runways, interstates, highways, and other large
jobsites. It's high travel speed, excellent flotation, superb
traction deliver high performance.

CAT C7.1 ENGINE: The C7.1 engine provides 151 kW
(205 hp) and meets emission standards equivalent to
U.S. EPA Tier 3, EU Stage IIIA, and China Stage III.

LOWER COST: with fuel saving enhancements.

ECO-MODE: Eco-mode utilizes an engine speed of 1650
rpm, reduces fuel burn and lowers sound levels. The
machine is designed to operate in Eco-mode for most
applications.

MORE PRODUCTION: with 10 meter (33 ft) paving capability.
HIGHER RETURN: with easy to use technology.

CAT C7.1 ENGINE: The C7.1 engine provides
186 kW (249 hp) and meets U.S. EPA Tier 3
and EU Stage IIIA emission standards.

AUTOMATIC ENGINE SPEED CONTROL: When
automatic engine speed control is activated, the engine
speed is reduced to an idle speed of 1000 rpm when
the propel lever is moved to neutral or to 1300 rpm
when screed heat is active.
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CAT

CAT

TRACK ASPHALT PAVERS AP300F

TRACK ASPHALT PAVERS AP600F

Smooth and simple

Proven durability

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

The AP300F is a small to mid-sized paver with a paving
range from 1.75 m to 4.0 m (5.6 - 11.1 ft), making it a
perfect fit for urban streets, cycle and walking paths,
shoulders, as well as other small and medium job sites.
A reduction option reduces the paving width to 700 mm
(27 in) for trenches and other narrow applications.
Technologically advanced features such as eco-mode,
auto-fill, single-touch feeder activation, and automated
travel mode make this paver and screed combination
extremely productive and versatile for large and small
contractors.

The AP600F is a mid to high production wheel paver that offers
versatility for highways, rural roads, streets and other mid-sized
projects.

Three steering/travel modes provide alternative control
options for paving, traveling, and maneuvering around
the job site.
Large, hydroflated, 365/80 R20 drive tires combine
with the front wheel assist option to deliver 20% more
traction for those tough working conditions that include
heavy loads and soft base materials.
Providing reliable machine control in inclement
weather can be a challenge.

ADVANCED ECO-MODE: Eco-mode and automatic engine
speed control when activated together modify the engine rpm
based on load factors. When activated the engine will operate
at 1650 rpm when paving. If the upper power threshold is
exceeded, the engine speed will increase to 2200 rpm and
remain there until the demand drops below the threshold and
remains there for 30 seconds, ensuring reliable performance.
SIMPLE TECHNOLOGY: Technology helps operators perform.
Intuitive symbols and large graphics simplify operation., while
the interactive LCD display with touchscreen access to
generator activation, screed temperature control, and mix
height adjustment, increase efficiency.
FOUR-WHEEL DRIVE: Provides power to the front bogie wheels
for additional traction. A dedicated pump delivers a 50%
increase in torque over previous models.
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CAT

CAT

SE50 VT TAMPER BAR SCREED

SE60 VT XW TAMPER BAR SCREED

Smooth and simple

Proven durability

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

The SE50 VT is a Tamper bar screed that is equipped
with rear-mounted extenders and vibratory screed
plates. It offers a standard extendable paving range of
2.55 - 5.0 m (8' 4" - 16' 4") and excels on highways,
parking lots, urban streets and other variable width
paving applications.

The SE60 VT XW delivers extremely tight mat textures with
high densities. It utilizes rear-mounted extenders, tamper bars,
vibratory screed plates and has a paving range of 3.0 m to
10.0 m (9' 10" - 33'). It excels on interstates, highways, airport
runways and other wide-width applications.

Tamper bars effectively tuck material under the screed
plates to provide precompaction. Adjustable starting and
stopping ramp rates maintain an optimal mat finish,
while an auto-speed setting accomodates changes in
paving speed.
The exclusive generator system monitors heating
elements for failure conditions in order to help plan for
scheduled service events. Furthermore, temperature
zone monitoring allows heating to continue in the event of
a sensor failure and warning indicators are delivered
through the LCD displays.
Power controls for crown, slope, and height allow for
on-the-go adjustment at standard and maximum
widths. The exclusive trailing edge screed plate
adjusters as well as machined screed frames help
optimize plate life and simplify leveling procedures.

The extenders are equipped with 2 speed ranges and
proportional control for better performance around obstacles.
Pendant controls located on the extenders enable operators to
perform functions remotely. The conveyor ratio adjustment can
be made from the screed control panel when utilizing the
2-sensor feeder system in order to maintain optimal material
height in front of the screed.
Water resistant consoles and LCD displays ensure
performance in adverse conditions and the million-cycle keypad
switches and oil-bath vibratory pods provide longterm reliability.
The heating elements slide out for easy replacement.
The SE60 V XW can be equipped with extension packages that
pave up to 10.0 m (33'). Power controls for crown, slope, and
extension height provide easy adjustment for better mat
textures and quality. An exclusive fastening system utilizes
power controls to attach the extensions, eliminating the need
for additional lifting devices.
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SMALL DOZERS D1

SMALL DOZERS D2

Work looks better from here

Work looks better from here

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

The new Cat® D1 delivers superior performance and
the broadest choice of technology features to help you
get the most from your dozer. Nimble and responsive, it
has power for dozing and finesse for grading. Fully
hydrostatic transmission gives you seamless
acceleration, so you can get the job done quickly. The
load sensing system automatically optimizes ground
speed based on load, for the greatest productivity and
fuel efficiency.

The new Cat® D2 delivers superior performance and the
broadest choice of technology features to help you get the
most from your dozer. Nimble and responsive, it has power for
dozing and finesse for grading. Fully hydrostatic transmission
gives you seamless acceleration, so you can get the job done
quickly. The load sensing system automatically optimizes
ground speed based on load, for the greatest productivity and
fuel efficiency.

EASY TO OPERATE: GRADE with 3D and Slope Assist™
help achieve the best quality grading results, while new
technologies make machine operation easier and more
efficient.
UP TO 10% LOWER TOTAL OWNERSHIP COST
with improved fuel economy, long undercarriage life and
easy maintenance.
UP TO 15% MORE PERFORMANCE: with customizable
operator settings, improvements in grade control
features and optimum machine balance for smooth, fast
finish grading.

EASY TO OPERATE GRADE with 3D and Slope Assist™ help
achieve the best quality grading results, while new technologies
make machine operation easier and more efficient.
UP TO 10% LOWER TOTAL OWNERSHIP COST: with
improved fuel economy, long undercarriage life and easy
maintenance.
UP TO 15% MORE PERFORMANCE: with customizable
operator settings, improvements in grade control features and
optimum machine balance for smooth, fast finish grading.
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MEDIUM DOZERS D4

MEDIUM DOZERS D5

Top grading performance

Performance and technology

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

The Cat® D4 dozer combines best-in-class fuel efficiency
with the power and precision to excel in a wide range of
jobs. A balanced design and available technologies like
Cat Grade with Slope Assist™ and Cat Grade with 3D
make it the ideal finish grading tractor.

The new Cat® D5 offers superior performance and the
broadest choice of technology features to help you get the
most from your dozer. The fully automatic transmission gives
you up to 16% better fuel efficiency and more power to the
ground. Nimble and responsive, it has power for dozing and
finesse for grading.

SMARTER: Boost your productivity with factory installed
technologies like Cat Grade with Slope Assist and Cat
Grade with 3D.
UP TO 18% MORE FUEL EFFICIENCY: Eco Modes
optimize engine and ground speed to help you save fuel.

UP TO 16% BETTER FUEL EFFICIENCY: Fully automatic
transmission provides up to 16% better fuel efficiency than the
previous model. Save even more money with longer maintenance
intervals and remote diagnostics for more uptime.

BALANCED: Undercarriage designed for smoother ride
and optimal finish grading performance.

UP TO 13% MORE POWER TO THE GROUND: Harness more
power and performance to get the job done, backed up by
stronger structures for greater durability.
UP TO 50% MORE PRODUCTIVITY WITH CAT TECHNOLOGY:
Technology choices help operators work better, faster and safer.
Grade technologies help achieve the best quality results, while
helpful new technologies make machine operation easier and
more efficient.
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LARGE DOZERS D8T

LARGE DOZERS D9 GC

Pushing your profits forward

Easy to operate. Easy to own.

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

The latest generation D8T bulldozer brings new features
to help you be even more productive, even in the
harshest conditions. A proven power train, increased
cooling capacity and a larger blade help you move more
material, while a choice of Cat GRADE technology
options help you get more work done in less time.

The productive and familiar D9 GC gives you performance and
reliability in a simple, economical dozer. It’s easy to operate,
simple to repair, and built with all Cat® components that work
together to deliver top performance and high availability.

UP TO 18% BETTER DOZING EFFICIENCY: More
productivity and up to 10 percent fuel savings means
you move more material with every liter of fuel.
GO TO EXTREMES: Whether you work in desert heat or
arctic cold, equip your D8T to take on the toughest
conditions.

SIMPLE: Comfortable cab with easy-to-operate controls.
Easy to diagnose, maintain and repair — even in remote
locations. Solid dozing performance.
ECONOMICAL: Cost-effective to own and operate.
Competitive performance and fuel efficiency.
EASY TO SERVICE. EASY TO REPAIR: Modular design
optimizes performance and simplifies service.

UP TO 13% MORE MATERIAL PER PASS: The largest
Semi-Universal blade in the size class helps you move
more material with every pass.
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LARGE DOZERS D8R

LARGE DOZERS D9

Simply durable in the harshest conditions

Built smarter to work harder.

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

The Cat D8R is designed to be durable, especially in
challenging conditions like extreme heat and cold, sandy
deserts and rocky terrain. It offers renowned
productivity, along with ease of repair and service to
keep the machine hard at work on your job site.

Nearly half of the large dozers Caterpillar sells are D9
dozers—and for good reason. They’re the smart choice for
dozens of applications and environments thanks to unmatched
reliability, long life and a wide range of application-specific
blades. Like all Cat® dozers, the productive and efficient D9 is a
fully integrated Cat machine—100% designed by Caterpillar and
built with all Cat components that work together to deliver top
performance and high availability. With the D9, you’ll move
more dirt at the lowest possible cost.

DESIGNED FOR DURABILITY: Designed and built to
take on especially in challenging conditions like extreme
heat and cold, sandy deserts and rocky terrain.
EASY TO OPERATE: Comfortable cab, low-effort contols
and all-around visibility help operators work more safely
and productively.
SIMPLE MAINTENANCE: Grouped service points, sight
gauges and easy engine compartment access help
make regular maintenance more convenient.Field
proven mechanical engine features a modular design for
ease of service.

5% BOOST IN FUEL EFFICIENCY WITH NEW STATOR CLUTCH
TORQUE CONVERTER
UP TO 3% LOWER OVERALL COST PER BANK CUBIC METER
UP TO4% LOWER MAINTENANCE & REPAIR COSTS
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BACKHOE LOADER BH130, SMART

BACKHOE LOADERS 422F2 sideshift

Work looks better from here

Work looks better from here

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

The BH130 SMART Backhoe does more than just turn an
indicator light on in the cab; although it does that, too. The
first step is attachment recognition. The D3 host machine
recognizes that there is a BH130 attached to the machine.
This activates a dedicated machine display to allow options
for the BH130 to be selected. And as a SMART attachment,
the BH130 allows for pattern change. That is, the existing
machine joysticks are re-purposed to perform functions on
the attachment.

The Cat® 422F2 Backhoe Loader delivers performance,
increased fuel efficiency, superior hydraulic system and an all
new operator station.

Used in typical backhoe applications such as digging
footings, basements, and drainage ditches, utility trenching,
back-filling, and maintaining slopes and embankments in
construction, industrial, and landscaping settings.
Cat® 3-ton (35-35 mm pin diameter) excavator attachment
can be easily used with the BH130.
Operator can easily switch the backhoe control pattern
to their preference. (Backhoe-SAE, Excavator-ISO). A left
lit mode light on the BH130 indicates Backhoe pattern
mode, while a right lit mode light indicates excavator
mode.

POWER SHUTTLE TRANSMISSION: The 422F2 boasts a
constant mesh, synchronized 4 forward and 4 reverse
mechanical transmission. Capable of speeds up to 40 km/h,
directional changes are made from the column mounted
shuttle and gear changes using the floor mounted shift lever.
HYDRAULIC BOOSTED BRAKES: Hydraulic boosted brakes
are featured as standard on the 422F2. The hydraulic
assistance reduced operator effort. The system produces the
same braking performance, with less force exerted, resulting in
quicker braking reactions and less operator fatigue.
SIDE SHIFT FRAME: The F2 Series Side Shift Frame has
exterior locking clamps, with no disassembly needed when
servicing. The frame is a solid design with E-Coat protection,
this prevents material build up in the frame and reduces the
risk of rust, increasing the life of the frame.
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BACKHOE LOADERS 428F2 sideshift

BACKHOE LOADERS 444 sideshift

Work looks better from here

Take control in a cat® backhoe loader

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

The Cat® 428F2 Backhoe Loader delivers performance,
increased fuel efficiency, superior hydraulic system and an all
new operator station.

The Cat® 444 Backhoe Loader provides a proven engine,
operator comfort and control, a powershift transmission, an
Excavator Style Boom, powerful and efficient hydraulics, three
Power Management Modes, and Product Link™.

POWER SHIFT TRANSMISSION: This optional six speed
transmission will perfectly match itself to the application,
carefully selecting the appropriate gear whether you're
driving between job sites or using the loader function. Now
the gear box has been tweaked, smoothing gear shifts and
extending the top gear providing a more efficient and
comfortable driving experience.
POWERED SIDE SHIFT (OPTIONAL): Provides a hydraulic
service to allow the operator to easily position the backhoe
across the full width of the Side Shift Frame. Ideal for use in
areas with minimal space and utility applications such as
gas, electrical, and telecoms.
CAT FILTERS: All Cat filters are vertically mounted for
spill free servicing and reduced oil contamination. These
low micron filters remove microscopic particles from the
oil, keeping the engine, transmission and hydraulic
system running smoothly for years.

Powered with proven and reliable Cat® engine. There are two
engine options, Tier 2 equivalent Cat 3054C engine with 74.5
kW and Tier 3 equivalent C4.4 engine with 74.5 kW. Both the
options deliver superior performance with best in class fuel
efficiency.
Pilot Hoe Controls provide smooth and comfort to operators.
These controls mounted on fully adjustable pods offer the
operator finer controls whilst giving improved ergonomics.
The load sensing and closed center hydraulic system actively
matches power and flow to the demand and delivers best in
class fuel efficiency and better component life. Flow sharing
valves provide greater control and precision to the operation.
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CAT

MOTOR GRADERS 120 GC

MOTOR GRADERS 120/120 AWD

Reliable and comfortable at lower cost

Fuel efficient with factory integrated technology

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

The Cat® 120 GC motor grader is easy to own and operate.
A demand fan and standard ECO mode reduces fuel
consumption while open access to maintenance points
makes service quick and simple. Control the blade with
consistent precision using lever controls from the comfort of
the all new cab.

Operator comfort, smart systems and respected Cat
construction help make the Cat® 120 and 120 All-Wheel Drive
(AWD) motor graders leaders in their class. With technologies
to speed and enhance grading performance, this machine is
ready to tackle your needs.

OPERATE IN COMFORT: Boost productivity and comfort
with adjustable seat and a ventilation system option.
LOW COST-PER-HOUR OPERATION: Keep costs down with
extended maintenance cycles and reversing fan option while
saving on fuel with ECO mode.
RELIABLE PERFORMANCE: Precise blade movement
and power with the C4.4 engine helps to get the job
finished on-time and budget.

UP TO 15% MORE FUEL EFFICIENT: Use less fuel with the Cat
C7.1 Engine and ECO mode.
CAB DESIGNED FOR COMFORT: Designed for maximum
operator comfort, the next generation cab gives you control
and comfort options to promote productivity.
UP TO 15% LOWER MAINTENANCE COSTS: Extend your
maintenance intervals using the new filtration technology.
Filters are grouped together for easy access.
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MOTOR GRADERS 140 GC/140 GC AW

MOTOR GRADERS 150/150 AWD

Comfort and efficiency at low cost per hour.

Get more done comfortably and efficiently

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

12-month manufacturer’s warranty

The new Cat® 140 GC motor grader combines
performance with cost efficient owning and operating.
Servicing the machine is easy with grouped filter locations.
Comfort options, including a heating/cooling system or air
suspension seat, keep you productive throughout the day.

With a legendary Cat® motor grader pedigree, the 150/150
AWD (140M) models offer peak performance, efficiency, long
life and operator comfort. Available with a deep array of
technologies to lessen the load on operators and enhance
grading performance, the 150 is one high productivity machine.

LOW COST-PER-HOUR OPERATION: Extended
maintenance cycles and demand fan keep your overall
costs down.

OPTIMAL POWER TRAIN CONTROL: The differential lock
automatically locks and unlocks for easier operation and helps
to protect the power train.

CAB DESIGNED FOR COMFORT: Boost productivity and
efficiency with cab comfort options.

UP TO 78% LESS ARM MOVEMENT: Reduce fatigue from
arm movement with joystick controls.

PERFORMANCE YOU NEED: Get precise, consistent
blade movement with the Cat C7.1 engine, hydraulic
system, and controls.

MAXIMIZE MACHINE PERFORMANCE: Get the work done
with a variety of work tools designed to help keep the machine
more productive.
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